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Abst rac t - -The  numerical treatment of stiff ODE systems is carried out by using implicit methods. 
A long sequence of nonlinear systems has to be treated when implicit methods are used. The Newton 
iterative method is often used in the solution of these systems. This leads to the calculation of 
Jacobian matrices and to the inversion of these matrices. The computational work can in some cases 
be reduced considerably when some kind of partitioning is used. The conditions under which the 
partitioning procedures can successfully be used will be studied in this paper. An example, taken 
from a large air pollution model, will be given to illustrate the usefulness of the theoretical results. 
~) 2001 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Systems of ordinary differential equations (ODEs) appear often in practice. In fact, the discretiza- 
tion of the spatial derivatives in systems of partial differential equations (many models arising in 
science and engineering are described mathematically b such systems; see, for example, [1,2]) 
leads to the solution of ODE systems. An ODE system, which contains equations, is often 
written as 
y' = f ( t ,y ) ,  y e R 8, f E R 8, (1) 
where the components ofvector y have to be determined atN grid-points tl, t2, . . . ,  tg  = b of an 
interval [a, b] with an initial value y(to) = Yo at to = a. 
If the ODE system (1) is stiff, then implicit integration methods are normally used (see [3,4]). 
This leads to the solution of nonlinear systems of equations, which are often handled by the 
Newton iterative method or by some modification ofthis method. The use of the Newton method 
or its modifications leads to a requirement to calculate and factorize the Jacobian matrix 
of function f ( t ,  y) from (1) at many time-steps. This may be a very time-consuming procedure. 
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Therefore, it is sometimes worthwhile to apply partitioning algorithms. In these algorithms, ome 
block-diagonal part of the Jacobian matrix is normally used, while the whole Jacobian matrix is 
needed in the conventional implicit integration methods. The procedures based on partitioning 
are efficient when the iterative method that is used in them is convergent and, moreover, when 
the rate of convergence is sufficiently fast (see, for example, [1] and some of the references there). 
In [5] and [6], it has experimentally been shown that partitioning can successfully be used to 
treat he chemical submodel of the Danish Eulerian Model (a big air pollution model developed at 
the National Environmental Research Institute, Denmark; see [2,7,8]). The algorithm discussed 
in [9] is another application of partitioning in the chemical part of an air pollution model. 
While many experiments indicate that partitioning can successfully be used (not only in the 
field of air pollution modelling, but also in many other fields of science and engineering; see 
again [1]), it is also desirable to find some algebraic onditions under which the iterative methods 
used in the partitioning algorithms will be convergent. Such algebraic onditions will be derived in 
this paper. After that, an application of the theoretical results to problems arising in air pollution 
modelling will be given as an illustration. It should be stressed, however, that the conditions 
derived in this paper are very general and, thus, can also be applied in many mathematical 
models that arise in other scientific and engineering studies. On the other side, it must also be 
emphasized that the results in this paper can mainly be used to justify theoretically the fact that 
a given partitioning is good. Such results are, of course, much better than the results reported in 
[5,6,9] where this fact has only been verified experimentally. Nevertheless, it is highly desirable 
to develop constructive methods that can be used in the attempts to find optimal partitioning 
procedures. This will be a topic for a future research work (see also Remark 12 in Section 6). 
The paper is organized as follows. The classical use of the Newton iterative method in the 
backward Euler formula is discussed in Section 2. The partitioning procedure is briefly described 
in Section 3. Algebraic onditions, under which the Newton iterative method in the partitioning 
procedure will converge and will produce sufficiently accurate approximations, are derived in 
Section 4. Numerical results, which are obtained when the chemical submodel of the air pollution 
model discussed in [2] is treated numerically, are given in Section 5. Concluding remarks and 
some plans for future research are presented in Section 6. 
2. CLASSICAL USE OF THE BACKWARD EULER FORMULA 
Consider (1). In this and in the following sections the lower indices will show the number of 
the time-step under consideration, while the upper indices (when used) will show the number of 
the current iteration. Let us also introduce the following abbreviations under the assumption 
that Yn is an approximation to the exact solution y(t~) of the ODE system at t = t~: 
f=f ( t ,y )  and  fn=f ( tn ,  yn) ,  fo rn - -0 ,1 ,2 , . . . ,N .  (2) 
Then the backward Euler formula (see, for example, [3,4]) can be defined as follows: 
y~+ l --- yn + /Xt f,~+ l , for n = O, 1, 2, . . . , N -1 ,  with y0 given. (3) 
The last equation, (3), is in general a nonlinear equation in Yn+l, because also its right-hand 
side f,~+l -- f(tn+l, Y,~+I) depends on Yn+I- Therefore, some iterative method must  be applied 
when the backward Euler formula is used; the only exceptions being 
(i) the case where f is a linear, in y, function and 
(ii) the case where the exact solution of (3) can be found analytically. 
The classical Newton method is often used. This method can be introduced as follows. Consider 
F(y~+I)  = Y~+l - Y~ - /x t I~+~ (a) 
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and 
Jn+l "~ Of(t,y) t=t,+l,u=u.+, • (5 )  
The relationship (I being the identity matrix) 
OF(yn+l) _ I - /kt Jn+l (6) 
OYn+l 
follows from (4) and (5). 
Assume that the classical Newton method is used to solve (approximately, according to some 
prescribed accuracy) the system 
F(yn+l) -- 0, (7) 
which is in fact the same as (3). 
The major formulae that are needed in the classical Newton method can be written in the 
following form (assuming that the iteration umbers are given as superscripts in square brackets): 
( i _At j~+¢] )  A,[i] = [i-l] ~"~'nq-1 --Yn-[-1 ''{- Yn + /~: f  ,'n,+-l, Yn~-x ], (8) 
and 
• [ i ]  ,, [ i - i l  A , ,  [i] ~+i  = ~n+i  + -~+l -  (9)  
Some initial approximation • [0] is needed to start the iterative process defined by (8),(9). The ~n+ 1 
following two choices are often used in practice: 
~[o] 
n+l = yn, 
~[0] Atn+l ,  
n+l : Yn -[- ~ [ Y n  -- Yn--1), 
(10) 
(11) 
where /ktn+l and /ktn are the time-stepsizes applied in the last two steps of the integration 
process. The second choice is always used, after the first time-step, in the experiments described 
in Section 5. 
Some modifications of the classical Newton iterative method are often used in practice. One 
of the following two procedures can be applied in the efforts to reduce the amount of the compu- 
tational work. 
One can try to save some computations by calculating the Jacobian matrix only in the beginning 
of Newton iterative method 
sn+l + Yn + At/(tn+l,  a [ i -1]~ ~n+l ) (12) 
or even at some iteration in a previous tep; at iteration j with j > 0 in step m with m < n 
~n+l  Yn+l + Yn + At f  [i--l] 
If the Newton iterative method (8) or any of its modified versions, (12) or (13), converges and 
if some stopping criteria are satisfied at iteration #, then Y~+]I will be accepted as a sufficiently 
accurate approximation of the solution Yn+l of (3). In fact, if the stopping criteria are satisfied 
at iteration ~, then Y~+]I will be set equal to Yn+x in Order to simplify the notation. Thus, Yn+l 
will be used both to denote the exact solution of (3) and to denote an acceptable approximation 
obtained by using (8), (12), or (13). From the context it will be possible to distinguish between 
these two cases. More precise notation will be used when there is a danger for misunderstanding 
(see Section 4.3). 
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3. PART IT IONING THE ODE SYSTEM 
It is worthwhile sometimes to separate the components of vector y that vary very quickly from 
the components hat vary slowly. This can be done by partitioning both vector Yn+l and matrix 
I - /~t Jn+l  (n = 0 ,1 ,2 , . . . ,N -  1). 
Let us assume that the components of vector Yn have been partitioned in some way into 
NBLOCKS blocks, where NBLOCKS < s. The partitioning of vector Yn+l implies a unique 
partitioning of matrix I - /~tJn+l into two groups of blocks. Consider one of the blocks of 
vector Y~+I; say the block that contains the components r l , r2 , . . . , rp ,  where p < s and 1 _< 
ri _< s (i -- 1, 2, . . .  ,p). Consider the submatrix of I - At Jn+l  formed by the rows rl ,  r2 , . . . ,  rp. 
This submatrix consists of two blocks. The first one is formed by the columns rl ,  r2 , . . . ,  rp, while 
the second block contains the remaining columns. The first block will be called a strong block, 
while the name weak block will be used for the second one. It is clear that each block of vector 
yn+l induces a pair of blocks (one strong and the other weak) in the corresponding block-row 
of matrix I - At Jn+l .  b-hrthermore, we shall assume that the strong blocks are diagonal blocks 
(this is not a restriction, because it is always possible to achieve this by permutations). 
Denote 
An+l = I - At Jn+l .  (14) 
Matrix A~+I can be represented as 
A~+I -- Sn+l + Wn+l, where Sn-I-1 = I - -  A tSn- I -1 .  (15) 
In the further discussion, we shall always assume that A[°]+l is considered instead of An+l. In 
other words, it will always be assumed that the modified Newton method defined by (12) is used 
in the treatment of the classical backward Euler formula at step n + 1. Furthermore, matrix 
S[°]+l will always be considered instead of Sn+l and it will always be assumed that this matrix is 
obtained by using some partitioning algorithm. This means that matrix ~n+lq[°] is a block-diagonal 
matrix which has nonzero elements only in its diagonal blocks; the strong blocks of A[n°]l .
Assume that the modified version (12) of the Newton method produces in # iterations ome 
" [~] when the classical backward Euler formula is used. By this acceptable approximation Yn+l 
assumption and by applying (15), we can express the result obtained in the last iteration of the 
modified Newton process (12) as follows: 
(t . [~,-I]~ (16) ~n+l~Yn+lA[ 0] ~,[#] _-- --y[n#.~l 1] -t- Yn -~ At f  L n+l, Yn+l ) 
We should like to use matrix e[°] instead of a[°] in an attempt o save some computations. ~n+ 1 * ~n+ 1 
When this replacement is done, we have to apply 
• ~n-kl~"n~rl = _Zn+l ~_ Zn ~L ~t f  -tn+l' Zn+ 1 ) (17) 
instead of (12). Note that (17) consists of several independent ODE systems. The number of 
these systems is equal to the number of blocks into which vector y in (1) is partitioned. Note too 
that the weak blocks are not needed when (17) is used instead of (12). 
The use of a partitioned version (17) of the backward Euler formula has several advantages: 
(i) it is not necessary to calculate the nonzero elements of the weak blocks; 
(ii) several small matrices are to be factorized when (17) is used instead of the factorization 
of one big matrix in (12), because matrix ~[0] is block-diag0nal; and ~n+l 
(iii) several small systems of linear algebraic equations are to be solved at each Newton iteration 
(instead of the solution of one large system of linear algebraic equations). 
Assume that (17) produces in v iterations ome approximation z[nu]+l with a sufficiently small 
" [~] Therefore, not only should I[/kz[nU+] 1 [III/~z[nU]q_ll I. Vector Z[nU]l may be very different from Yn+l" 
be small, but one must also require that some norm of " [#] - z [vl is sufficiently small. The Yn+l n+l 
conditions under which the latter requirement is satisfied will be studied in the next section. 
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y[#] z [v] SMALL?  4. WHEN IS  n+l -  n+l  
Assume again that the modified version (12) of the Newton method produces in # iterations 
some acceptable approximation Y~+]I when the classical backward Euler formula is used. In this 
section, we shall first derive, in two lemmas, two expressions for the difference •[u] -[q where -Vn+i -- ~n+i '
z[q is obtained from (17) for some i E {1, 2 , . . . ,  u}. After that we shall study //n+l n+l n-l-1 " [/~] __ Z[ i] I 
under different assumptions. 
. [u] _ , [ i ]  4.1. Der ivat ion  of  Two Express ions  for Un+l ~n+l 
. [ul  _ Z[q LEMMA 1. Assume that ~tS [°]n+lj~-a exists. Then the difference Un+l n+l can be expressed in 
the following form: 
b[u] .[i] _ •[i-11 / [ . ]  _ z~+l]) + Cn+l (y  n Zn ) __ ~n+l~-~n+l '  n+l -- ~n+i -- --n+1 ~,,9'n+1 _ r~i-i A,, lu] (18) 
where 
{q[O] "~--1 
Cn+i --= ~,an+l )  , 
Bli-l] (q[0l ~--1 (T[ i_ i  ] ~[0} 
n+l  = At  \ "n+l )  k 'n+l  -- n+i ) ,  
D +I] fsto] : k n+l] W'[:]I --" ~n+1~[i-11, 
(19) 
(20) 
(21) 
with 
L ( ~, [D--i] (1 _ A)z[~_:]) 1 Of  tn+l,  -~- T[i_ q ~n+x 
"~ n4-1 = Oy dA. (22) 
PROOF. Subtract (17) from (16). Apply (15). Move the term containing W.[°] 1 to the right-hand 
side. The result is 
I , , l  _ ^ . i , l  - - ) + - z . )  t.-~ [ : ]  i t / ky l l+ l  = [ i i l ]  "~ ~n+i )  
[u--i] ( tn+l ,  [i--i]\] _ w[O] A* [#1 "t-at[f(tn+i,Yn-l-i ) - f  Zn-l-i )J n+i  ,.,q'rl,+l" 
(23) 
Apply (9) to eliminate /k, [u] and Az [q from the left-hand side of (23). Move the terms ~n + 1 n + 1 
calculated at i terat ion i - 1 to the right-hmad side. Use the integral  mean theorem (this theorem 
has been used in connection with error estimations of the numerical solutions of ODE systems 
in [10], see Lemma 3 on pp. 65,66; it should also be noted here that this theorem is called 
"Lagrange Theorem for Vector Functions" in [10]) to eliminate the difference f(tn+l, y[nU+l 1]) -- 
f(tn+l,  Z[~+I 1]) from the right-hand side of (23). The following formula will be obtained when all 
these modifications are done: 
t .+l  .+lj = - z;~+, ) + (y. - z.)  
[/: ] +/~t  g (~)d~ (y[nDj11] [i--l] ~ • - zn+ 1 ) - W.  [°1 A .  [~1 n-l-i ,-,qn-l- 1 (24) 
with 
. [p,-1] (1 x~ ,'['-1]~ 8/ tn+l,AYn.l_ 1 -~- --"]~n-.I-1 ) 
g(~') = ou (25) 
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Multiply from the left with Lq[°] ~-1 Group the first and the third terms in the right-hand ~,~n+l] " 
side. Use, in the term so obtained, (15) and (22). These transformations lead to 
('.~[0] -~--1 (,.T,[i_I] jj~[O] "~ ( 1] [i--1]'~ 
, [/~1 .[i1 At  ~n+l )  ~,=n+l n+l)  Y~+I - -  : - -  _ _  Zn+ 1 ) ~n+l ~n+l 
ro,0  
-[- kOn+l) (Yn -- Zn) -- n+l gn+l" 
(26) 
It is clear now that (18) can be obtained by substituting (19)-(21) in (26) and by adding and 
subtracting B [i-1]~ M This proves the lemma. | nq-1 Yn+l" 
REMARK 1. Lemma 1 can be deduced from some theorems proved in [11,12]. The derivation 
used here has the advantage that it is directly related to the original problem solved; the system 
of ODEs (1). This allows us to see immediately the different sources for errors due to the 
replacement of the original shifted Jacobian matrix with its block-partitioned approximation. 
Indeed, equality (18) tells us that the "local" error due to the application of S[°]+1 instead of 
A[0] contains three terms. The first of them depends on the error in the previous iteration. The n+l 
second term depends on the error in the previous integration step. The third term depends on 
difference of the last two iterates, Aye+} 1, in the Newton iterative method carried out with the 
classical backward Euler formula. Assume that 
(i) there is no error from the previous integration step (i.e., Yn - zn = 0); and 
(ii) there is no error made in the solution of (3) when the classical backward Euler formula is 
used (i.e., Ay[~l = 0). 
,[il 
If (i) and (ii) are satisfied, then the iterative process (17) will converge and, moreover, ~n+l --* 
n+l as i --* ec when fIB 1[[ < 1 for all values of i. Of course, (i) and (ii) are not realistic 
assumptions. Nevertheless, we shall show that the condition imposed on matrix B~]+I ensures 
convergence also under some much weaker assumptions. Further transformations are needed to 
confirm this statement. 
LEMMA 2. Let  M1 assumptions made in Lamina 1 be satisfied. Then (18) can be rewr i t ten as 
follows: 
+ 
- -  = - -  n+l )  ~[#] ~[i] ~n+l )  (Yn[~]+l z[0] ~ Yn+l ~n+l ~=1 
1 "-'n+l J A~[C]I' 
Lk=O Lk=O . . 
(27) 
where it is assumed that a product  is equal to the ident i ty matr ix  i f  the lower index is greater 
than the upper one. 
PROOF. Write (18) for j -- i, i - 1, i - 2 , . . . ,  1. Multiply the first of these equalities with I,  the 
u[i-J] Sum all the u[i-1] u[i-2] the last one with 1-I~-11 ~n+l R[i-1] the third with ~n+l ~'n+l second with ~n+l  , ' ' ' ' '  
equalities o found. The result is (27), which proves the lemma. | 
REMARK 2. The second and the third terms in the right-hand side of (27) depend on the same 
quantities as the second and the third terms in right-hand side of (18): the error at the previous 
integration step and the difference of the last two iterates in the Newton procedure (12) carried out 
with the classical backward Euler formula. The first term in the right-hand side of (27) depends 
on the starting approximation used at step n + 1 in the partitioned method. If [] B[n/]+l I[ < 1 for all 
indices i, then this term can be made arbitrarily small if sufficiently many iterations have been 
carried out. This fact will be exploited in some of the next theorems. 
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4.2. Eva luat ion  of  the  "Local"  Er ror  Due  to the Use of  S[°]+1 
Assume that the errors made in the previous steps (j = 1, 2 , . . . ,  n) are sufficiently small. As- 
sume also that the Newton iterative method converges for the classical (nonpartitioned) backward 
Euler formula. Then it could be shown that the error made at step n -t- 1 is also small if the 
number of iterations i carried out by (17) is sufficiently large and if 
B,+I  < 1, (28) 
where 
B.+I = max ( Bn~; ) (29) 
0<j<i - I  1 " 
Some bounds of the errors caused by the use of the iterative process defined by (17), instead 
of that defined by (12), will be derived in this and in the following subsections. Two cases will 
be considered. 
* Idealized Case. The exact solution Y,+I of (3) is used with the classical (nonpartitioned) 
backward Euler formula. 
* More Realistic Situation. The Newton iterative method (12), which is used in the treat- 
ment of the classical (nonpartitioned) backward Euler formula, converges. Moreover, the 
calculations with (12) are carried out until certain accuracy stopping criteria axe satisfied. 
Both cases are important. Theorems based on the assumption made in the idealized case are 
telling us that under certain conditions the Newton iterative method used in the partitioned 
algorithm converges to the exact solution of (3) (although we are normally not able to find 
this solution in practice). Theorems based on the second case are telling us that under certain 
conditions the Newton iterative method used in the partitioned algorithm will produce as accurate 
results as those obtained when the calculations in the Newton iterative method (12) applied in the 
classical (no,partitioned) backward Euler formula re carried out until certain stopping criteria 
are satisfied. 
THEOREM 1. Assume that the exact solution Yn+l of (3) is used in the computations with the 
classical (nonpartitioned) backward Euler formula. Let all assumptions made in Lemma 1 be 
satisfied. Assume also that B.+x from (29) satisfies (28). Then, for any choice of an e > 0 the 
inequality 
Yn+l ~[~1 [ - . .+ ,  < e (30)  
will be satisfied if 
(i) the number of iterations that are carried out in (17) is sufficiently large; and 
(ii) the error from the previous teps, [[y. - z.[[, is sufficiently small 
PROOF. It is clear that if Y.+I is the exact solution of (3), then (1~6) is satisfied with Y~+]I = 
Y~+I 1] = Y.+I and/Xy~+l 1 = 0. This means that all transformations carried out to obtain (27) can 
also be carried out when Yn+l is used instead of Y~+] 1- Moreover, the last term of (27) vanishes 
when Y.+I is used (because Ay[n~] 1 = 0). Thus, (27) can be replaced by 
Y.+I-  ".-t-1 ~--" H B[n/~lJ] (Y.q-1- ~.[0] "~ ]Q[i-j]~ ]+1] + \j----1 ] Lk=0 j=l ~'+1 J J C'+1 (y. z.). (31) 
The following bound can be obtained from the last equality by using: 
(i) equality (29), 
(ii) some basic properties of the norms, and 
(iii) inequality (28) 
Yn+l ,[/] I Yn+l "[°] I C,+I Hy _znll" - ~,+1 < (Bn+l) i - (32) ~.+1 -{- 1 - Bn+l 
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Consider the first term in the right-hand side of (32). Since HYn+I - z I°] I is a constant and n+l 
Bn+l < 1, it is clear that if i is sufficiently large, then 
(Bn+l) / Yn+l -"n+l~[°] [[[[ < 2"~ (33) 
Consider now, the second term in the right-hand side of (32). Assume that the error from the 
previous step satisfies the following inequality: 
1 -- Bn+l ~ (34) 
]iy  - z il < cn+l  2" 
Use the last two inequalities, (33) and (34), in (32). The result is inequality (30), which proves 
Theorem 1. | 
REMARK 3. The requirement for finding the exact solution of (3) can be replaced with a re- 
quirement that (3) is solved in a sufficiently accurate way by using the modified Newton iterative 
method (12). More precisely, the following theorem can be proved. 
THEOREM 2. Assume that the Newton iterative method (12) converges. Assume also that Bn+I 
from (29) satisfies (28). Denote 
D~+I < max (Vn~l ) ,  (35) 
0<j<i-i 
where Dn~]+l appears, for j = i -  1, in (18) and is defined in (21). 
Then for any choice of an ~ > 0 inequality (30) will be satisfied if 
(i) the number of iterations carried out in (17) is sufficiently large; 
(ii) the error from the previous step, [[Yn - z~[[, is sufficiently small; and 
(iii) the modified Newton iterative method (12) is stopped when [[Ay~+] 1 [[ becomes utticiently 
small. 
PROOF. Consider (27). Apply 
(i) equality (29), 
(ii) some basic properties of the norms, and 
(iii) inequality (28) to obtain the following bound: 
[~] ~[i] [ B i . [~1 z[0] [ Cn+I 
Yn+l  - -  < - -  - -  ~n+l (n+l )  ~ (ily~ z~ii) Yn+l  n+l 1 -Bn+l 1 - Bn+ 1 
The first and the second t~rm in the right-hand side of (36) can be bounded in a similar way 
as in the proof of Theorem 1. More precisely, the following two bounds can be written: 
(Bn+l) Y,~+I ~ (37) , E.I _ zEO,+l < 
and 
1 - Bn+I ~ (38) 
llYn--znl]< C +1 3" 
Consider now, the third term in (36). Since the Newton iterative method (12) is assumed tobe 
convergent, this term can be bounded (when sufficiently many iterations have been performed) 
as follows: 
1 - -  Bn+ 1 8 Ayb] I<  (39) 
n+l Dn+l 3" 
If the last three inequalities, (37)-(39), are applied in (36), then (30) can be obtained. This 
proves Theorem 2. | 
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REMARK 4. The assumption that [[Ay~+] 1[ [ can be made sufficiently small, see (39), is realistic. 
If the Newton process (12) is convergent, hen this requirement can be satisfied when the number 
of iterations, #, is sufficiently large. If (28) is satisfied and if the number of iterations i, carried 
out in (17), is sufficiently large, then (37) will also hold. On the other hand, the assumption, 
imposed in (38), that the norm of the error from the previous integration step can be made 
arbitrarily small is not realistic. Therefore, it is worthwhile to relax this requirement. 
REMARK 5. Assumption (28), which is used both in Theorem 1 and in Theorem 2, is not con- 
structive (in the sense that the work needed to check if it is satisfied will be much greater than the 
work needed to solve ODE System). The task of checking inequality (28) will become practically 
impossible when system (1) is very large. However, the work needed to check if (28) holds is not 
very big when (1) is solved in large air pollution models, because 
(i) in such models (1) is not large but has to be solved many times (for every grid-point); and 
(ii) the air pollution models have to be treated many thousands of times with different sce- 
narios and different meteorological data. 
The possibility of checking (28) for ODEs arising in air pollution models will be discussed in 
Section 5. 
4.3. Eva luat ion  of  the  "Global" Error Due  to the  Use  of  S[0] 1 
The bounds found in the previous ection are based on an assumption that the errors made at 
the previous step can be made arbitrarily small; see (34) and (38). It is desirable to remove this 
requirement. This can be done in the following way. 
It is useful to introduce, for k = 1, 2 , . . . ,  n + 1, the following notation in this section: 
and 
B[Vk]-- - max ( B[k i] ) (40) 
O<i<uk 
Ck 
= 1 - (41)  
Da 
= 1-  (42)  
E= max (Ek), (43) 
l<k<nq-1 
where Uk (k = 1, 2 , . . . ,  n q- 1) is the number of iterations needed in the iterative process defined 
by (17). 
It is again convenient to consider the two cases, the idealized case and the more realistic case, 
from Section 4.2. The following theorem holds for the idealized case. 
THEOREM 3. Assume that the exact solutions Yl, Y2, . . . ,  Yn+l Of (3) for k = 1, 2 , . . . ,  n q- 1 have 
been used in the computations. Assume also that the following conditions are satisfied (for 
k = 1 ,2 , . . . ,n+1) :  
(S~[°]) -1 exists, (44) 
BL < 1, (45) 
W < 1. (46) 
Then for any choice of an e > 0 the inequality 
Yn+l ,~[u,.+l] - -  ~nT1 < e (47) 
will be satisfied ff  the numbers of iterations uk with k = 1,2, . . .  ,n q- 1 are sufficiently large. 
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PROOF. Consider (36). Replace ~ [~] and /xyn+ I with Yn+t and 0, respectively. Replace ~n+1 Yn+l 
._, [v~+,] z[~l. (40) and (41). The result is and zn w~tn Zn+ 1 and Use 
Yn+l Yn+l ~[0l I _ z[n~-] - -~n+l  II < ~-~n+l ] - -~n+l  -~- En+l ( Yn ) .  (48) 
Consider the first term in the right-hand side in (48). Since (45) holds, it is clear that this term 
can be made smaller than any 5 > 0 if vn+l is sufficiently large. This means that the following 
inequality can be obtained from (48): 
Yn+I ,[~-+d I] - -~n+l  I I<En+l (  Yn - Z[n ~"] )+5.  (49). 
Write (49) for k = n + 1, n, n - 1 , . . . ,  2, 1. Multiply the first of these inequalities with I, 
. . .  " n E, the second with En+l, the third with En+lEn, and the last one with 1-Ik=o n+l-k* These 
transformations lead to 
Yn+l --~n+l~[Vn+l] IIIJ < (HEk)  (Ily° -- z0]l) + Ek 5. 
\k= l  / LJ=0 \k=n+l-j 
(50) 
The last inequality, inequality (50), can be rewritten in a simpler form by using (43) and (46) 
Yn+l "[~"+'1 1 -- ~'n+l < En+I(IlYo - z011) -b 1 _--_--_--_--_-~5. (51) 
Assume now that (i) the difference between the two starting approximations i  sufficiently 
small and (ii) 5 is sufficiently small. The first of these two requirements i  natural; one often 
starts with Y0 -- z0. The second requirement will be satisfied when the number of iterations at 
each integration step is sufficiently large (which is assumed in the theorem). If (i) and (ii) are 
satisfied, then the following two relationships can be obtained: 
5 
IIY0- z0l[ < ~, (52) 
5 < (1 - E)2. (53) 
The assertion of the theorem, inequality (47)i can be obtained from (51) by using (52) 
and (53). | 
REMARK 6. The requirement for using the exact solutions Yl,Y2,..., Yn+l of (3), which is im- 
posed in Theorem 3, can be replaced by a requirement for convergence of the Newton iteration 
process defined by (12) at every integration step. 
THEOREM 4. Assume that the Newton iteration process defined by (12) is convergent at every 
iteration step k with k = 1, 2 , . . . ,  n + 1. Assume that inequalities (44)-(46) are satisfied for all 
appropriate values of k, i.e., for k = 1,2 , . . . ,  n + 1. Then for any choice of an e > 0 the inequality 
~[~+1] ~[~,+11 (54) n+l  -- ~n+l  < £ 
will be satisfied if the numbers of iterations #k and vk with k = 1, 2 , . . . ,  n + 1 are sufficiently 
large. 
,,[~k] 
PROOF. Consider (48). The exact solutions Yk must now be replaced by approximations ~k , 
for k = n, n + 1. An extra term must be added now to the right-hand side of (48); to take into 
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account hat (3) is not solved exactly (as assumed in Theorem 3) and some errors are present 
when the iterative process (12) is used. These changes lead to the following relationship: 
~[~-+~1 ~,l',':+,] I 7.[~.+11~"'+' ~ [..+,1 .[01 
n+l --~n-{-i < tDn+l ] Yn+l --~n+l 
[II^~ [.-+,] ÷En-t-1 ( Y[n ~"] --Z [p"] )÷Gn.-I-1 ,n~yn.l_l )" 
(55) 
The first term in the right-hand side in (55) can be made smaller than any 5/2 > 0 if Vn+l is 
sufficiently large, because (45) holds. The third term in the right-hand side in (55) can be made 
smaller than any 5/2 > 0 if #n+l is sufficiently large, because [J /ky[~ 1] [[ can be made arbitrarily 
small when the iterative process (12) is convergent. This means that (55) can be simplified as 
follows: 
n+X --~'n+l [[ < En+l ( Y[n ~'*] ) ÷ 5. (56) 
Inequality (56) can be treated in the same way as inequality (49) in Theorem 3 (these two 
inequalities are of the same form). This means that the following two inequalities can be obtained 
in precisely the same way as the corresponding inequalities (50) and (51) were obtained in the 
proof of Theorem 3: 
~[#.+,] ~[u.+*] (h  I ) [~(  r I  1 ) ]  
n+l  -- "n+l < Ek ([[Y0 - z0[[) + Ek 6 (57) 
\ k= l  LJ=O \k=,~+~-~ 
and 
b[p.+,] ~[v.+,] 1 
n+l - -  ~+1 < E~+l([lY0 - z0t[) + 1 _--Z-~5. (58) 
It is clear that one can assume that (52) and (53) are satisfied (using the same arguments as 
in the proof of Theorem 3). The assertion of Theorem 4, inequality (54), can then be obtained 
from (58) by using (52) and (53). | 
The requirement E < 1 is essential in the proofs of both Theorem 3 and Theorem 4/ This 
requirement can be slightly relaxed (by allowing E to become qual to one or even greater than 
one (but if the latter case takes place, then E must stay very close to one). More precisely, the 
following two theorems hold. 
THEOREM 5. Let all assumptions made in Theorem 3 and Theorem 4, excepting (46), be satisfied. 
Then the following two inequalities hold for E # 1: 
Yn+l ~[u~+,] -- n+l < En+l([[yo - z0][) + 
1 - E n+l 
1-E  
5 (59) 
and 
9["-+d ~[v.+l] 1 -- E n+l 
n+l - -  ~n+l < En+I([[Yo - z0H) + 1 - E 5. (60) 
PROOF. The first assertion of Theorem 5 can be obtained from (50), while (57) must be used to 
obtain the second assertion. | 
THEOREM 6. Let all assumptions made in Theorem 3and Theorem 4, excepting (46), be satisfied. 
Then the following two inequalities hold for E = 1: 
and 
Yn+l ~[v.+d J- n+l  < IlY0 - z011 + n5 
~[,.+1] ~[~.+d 
~+1 -~+1 <l iy0 -z0H+n& 
(61) 
(62) 
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PROOF. As in the proof of Theorem 5, the first assertion of Theorem 6 can be obtained from (50), 
while (57) must be used to obtain the second assertion. | 
REMARK 7. The inequalities from Theorems 5 an(i 6 are telling us that if 
(i) E is equal to one or greater than one but very close to one; 
(ii) the quantities [[Y0 - z0[[ and 5 are sufficiently small; and 
(iii) n is not very large, then one should expect o get good results by using the partitioning 
algorithm. 
An example will be given in the next section. 
5. AN APPLICATION TO AIR POLLUTION PROBLEMS 
The conditions, under which the theorems in Section 4 hold, axe satisfied for ODE systems 
arising in some large air pollution models. The model from [2] (see also [13-17]) is used with 
a chemical scheme from [18]. The partitioning algorithm is taken from [5,6]. The theorems in 
Section 4 will be satisfied for any partitioning when the stepsize chosen, At, is sufficiently small. 
However, it is important to be able to find a partitioning that gives good results also when large 
stepsizes are used. It has experimentally been shown in [5,6] that their partitioning algorithm 
can successfully be used when the stepsize is rather large. Now, having the results from this" 
paper, we are able to explain why this is the case. 
The six scenarios from [5] will be used. These scenarios cover all typical situations in a~ 
pollution modelling. System (1) has been solved, for any of the six scenarios, over a time interval 
of 42 hours (starting at six o'clock in the morning and continuing the integration until midnight 
in the next day). The computations have been carried out with a stepsize /kt = 30 seconds 
in Tables 1-3 and with different values of the stepsize/kt in Table 4. In the beginning of the 
integration process and at the end of every period of 900 seconds, the matrices AN, SN, WN, and 
BIN °] have been calculated for N = 0, 1 , . . . ,  168. While the calculation of the first three matrices 
is straightforward, a numerical integration subroutine has been used to compute the matrix T~ ] 
which is needed in the calculation of B[~ ]. After that the eigenvalues and the spectral radii of 
these four matrices have been calculated for each N, N = 0 ,1 , . . . ,  168. The LAPACK subroutine 
DGEEV, see [19], has been used to calculate the eigenvalues of the four matrices. 
The following major conclusions can be drawn from the experiments he results of which are 
shown on Table 1-4. 
1. The spectral radii of the first two matrices, AN and SN, axe practically the same; see 
Table 1. In fact, there is no difference when the results are rounded to the second significant 
digit; see Table 1. 
2. The spectral radii of WN = AN - SN are much smaller than those of AN and SN; compare 
the results shown in the second column of Table 2 with those in Table 1. 
3. The spectral radii of B[~ ], which are given in the last column in Table 2, are considerably 
less than one, which indicates that (28) is satisfied and thus convergence will take place 
also if the stepsize is larger than the stepsize used in this paper (i.e., if/x,t > 30 seconds). 
Strictly speaking, it is necessary to calculate ~'N n[~]and T[~ ] at every iteration i, but it has 
been verified experimentally that these quantities do not vary too much from one iteration 
to another. 
4. The values of the quantity E axe greater than one, but very close to one; see Table 3. 
5. The values of quantity E becomes closer to one when the stepsize is decreased. From 
Table 4 it is clearly seen why this is so. The values of Ca remain nearly the same(equal to 
1.0, for all stepsizes, when rounded to the second significant digit), while the values of B 
are decreasing because the values of B depend explicitly on the stepsize; see also (20). 
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Table 1. The intervals in which the spectral radii vary for the matrices AN and SN, 
N = 1, 2, : . . ,  168 (when ~t  = 30 is used). 
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Scenario p (AN') P ('fiN) 
1 [2.2 * 106, 2.6 * 106] [2.2 * 106, 2.6 * 106] 
2 [2.2 * 106, 2.6 * 106] [2.2 * 106 ,2.6 * 106] 
3 [2.2 * 106, 2.6 * 106] [2.2 * 106, 2.6 * 106] 
4 [2.2 * 106, 2.6 * 106] [2.2 * 106, 2.6 * 106] 
5 [2.2 * 106, 2.6 * 106] [2.2 * 106, 2.6 * 106] 
6 [2.2 * 106, 2.6 * 106] [2.2 * 106, 2.6 * 106] 
Table 2. The intervals in which the spectral radii vary for the matrices WN and BN, 
N = 1, 2 , . . . ,  168 (.when At = 30 is used). 
Scenario p(WN) p(BN) 
1 [3.4 * 10 -4, 4.6 * 10 -2] [2.4 * 10 -4, 3.3 * 10 -2] 
2 [7.7 * 10 -3, 2.1 * 10 -1] [3.7 * 10 -4, 2.1 * 10 -2] 
3 [67.10-2, 8.2.10-1] [58.10-3, 57.10-2] 
4 [1.1 * 10-3,3.2 * 10 -1] [1.3 * 10-3,4.3 * 10 -2] 
5 [2.1 * 10 -2, 2.0 * 10 -1 ] [4.3 * 10 -3, 2.5 * 10 -2] 
6 [6.7 * 10-2,8.7 * 10 -1] [5.6 * 10-3, 6.4 * 10 -2] 
Table 3. The values of the quantity E for the different scenarios (when ~t  = 30 is 
used). 
Scenario E 
1 1.034249651 
2 1.021791917 
3 1.060402003 
4 1.046055431 
5 1.025220454 
6 1.068816212 
Table 4. Values of the quantities B, max(Ck) (where k = 0,1 . . . .  ,N) and E for 
different stepsizes and for Scenario 5. 
Stepsize B max(Ck ) E 
30.00 2.5 • 10 -2 1.0 1.025 
10.00 1.4 * 10 -2 1.0 1.014 
1.00 2.6 * 10 -3 1.0 1.0026 
0.10 3.6 * 10 -4 1.0 1.00036 
0.01 5.3 * 10 -5 1.0 1.000053 
The  theorems in Sect ion 4 have been proved for any matr ix  norm.  The  spect ra l  radi i  o f  
the  matr i ces  have cons is tent ly  been used .in this section. The  main  re lat ionsh ips  between these  
two concepts  are descr ibed by the  fol lowing two s ta tements ,  which are val id for any  square  real  
mat r ix  C (where C E R sx8 and s is an arb i t ra ry  pos i t ive integer) .  
• The  spectra l  radius of  mat r ix  C E R sx8 is less than  or equa l  to  any  norm of C (p(C) < 
][C[[); see, for example ,  [20]. 
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• The spectral radius of matrix C E R 8 × 8 is equal to the infimum taken over all norms of 
C in R 8x8 (p(C) -- inf([[C[[)); see, for example, [21]. In other words, for any ~ > 0 there 
exists a norm of matrix C E R 8×s such that [[CI[ = p(C) + ~. 
6. CONCLUDING REMARKS AND 
PLANS FOR FUTURE WORK 
Several concluding remarks concerning the results obtained in Section 4 and some plans for 
future research in this direction are needed. 
REMARK 8. It has been assumed in the end of Section 3 (and this assumption has been used 
in Section 4) that a sufficiently accurate approximation ~[~] n+l can be obtained in v iterations 
from (17). In fact, (17) consists of several independent subsystems. The iterative process in each 
of these subsystems will in practice be carried out until the norm of the error of the current iterate 
becomes less than some prescribed tolerance. This shows clearly that the number of iterations 
needed to achieve the accuracy required will in general be different for the different subsystems. 
Therefore, in the practical computations, v should be viewed as the largest number of iterations 
needed in the iterative solution of the different subsystems in (17). 
REMARK 9. All results have been proved under the assumption that the modified version of the 
Newton iterative method defined by (12) is used. It can, however, be easily verified that all 
results hold also in the case where the classical Newton iterative method (8) is used and in the 
case where the other modified version, (13), of the Newton iterative method is chosen. 
REMARK 10. Theorems 1-6 have been proved under the usual assumption, not explicitly stated, 
that all computations can be carried out in exact arithmetic. If a computer is used, then rounding 
errors (due to operations with numbers with a finite number of digits) are practically unavoid- 
able. The results will hold if the influence of the rounding errors is sufficiently small. In many 
practical problems the accuracy requirements are low and the above requirement will be satisfied. 
Nevertheless, an extension of the results presented in this paper, in which some rounding error 
analysis is included, is desirable. 
REMARK 11. It is worthwhile to extend the results proved in Section 4 for the backward Euler 
formula to other integration methods (as, for example, for some other backward differentiation 
formulae). 
REMARK 12. The results obtained in Section 4 have been used in Section 5 to explain why 
the partitioning used in [5,6] gives good results. One can use the results from Section 4 in 
an attempt o find a good partitioning. This will be a topic for a future research. It is also 
necessary to compare the partitioning algorithm s with other algorithms that are popular and 
efficient when ODE systems arising in air pollution models are to be treated numerically; see, for 
example, [22-31]. The integration methods used by Deuflhard and his coworkers (see [32-36]) 
are promising candidates when large air pollution models are to be used and, thus, comparisons 
with these methods are also needed. 
REMARK 13. It may be worthwhile to apply some sparse matrix technique in the treatment 
of (1). However, the straightforward implementation of a general sparse matrix algorithm will 
normally result in poor performance. The reason for this can be explained as follows. When (1) 
arises from the chemical part of a large air pollution model, then this ODE system is normally 
not large (the difficulties are caused by the fact that the number of ODE systems, which are to 
be handled numerically at every time-step, is very large and also by the fact that the number 
of chemical time-steps is very large). In the application discussed in Section 5, the size of the 
ODE system (1) is only 35. Therefore, it is difficult to apply efficiently general sparse matrix 
techniques, as those discussed, for example, [37,38]. However, special sparse matrix techniques 
may sometimes lead to an improvement of the performance; see, for example, [5], where one such 
technique is discussed. Similar techniques have also been used in [25-27,29]. It is typical for all 
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sparse matrix algorithms that are used in this field that efficiency is achieved not because (or, at 
least, not only because) traditional sparse matrix tools are used; such as 
(a) computations are carried out only with the nonzero elements of the involved matrices; and 
(b) only nonzero elements are stored. 
Several additional and more powerful tools must also be applied in the efforts to improve the 
efficiency of these types of sparse matrix algorithms 
(i) pieces of loop-free codes must be prepared for the most time-consuming subroutines; 
(ii) indirect addressing must be completely avoided; and 
(iii) no pivotal interchanges hould be carried out. 
More details can be found in [5]. 
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